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Peripheral heavy ion reactions at ultra relativistic energies have large angular momentum
that can be studied via two particle correlations using the Differential Hanbury Brown
and Twiss method. In the present work we analyze the possibilities and sensitivity
of the method in rotating, few source systems. Analytic results provide insight in the
advantages of this method.
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1. Introduction
Collective flow is one of the most dominant observable features in heavy ion re-
actions up to the highest available energies, and its global symmetries as well as
its fluctuations are extensively studied. Especially at the highest energies for pe-
ripheral reaction the angular momentum of the initial state is substantial, which
leads to observable rotation according to fluid dynamical estimates.1 Furthermore
the low viscosity quark-gluon fluid may lead to to initial turbulent instabilities, like
the Kelvin Helmholtz Instability (KHI), according to numerical fluid dynamical es-
timates,2 which is also confirmed in a simplified analytic model.3 These turbulent
phenomena further increase the rotation of the system, which also leads to a large
vorticity and circulation of the participant zone one order of magnitude larger than
from random fluctuations in the transverse plane.4–6 It is estimated2 that the in-
creased rotation can be observable via the increased v1-flow, but the v1 signal at
high energies is weak, so other observables of the rotation are also needed.
The two particle correlation method is used to determine the space-time size of
the system emitting the observed particles, thus providing valuable information on
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the exploding and expanding system at the freeze out stage of a heavy ion collision.
This method is based on the Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) method, originally
used for the determination of the size of distant stars.7,8 In heavy ion collisions
the HBT method was used first for the same purpose, the determination of the
system size,9 but later also the ellipsoidal shape of the system and its tilt.10–13 It
was also observed relatively early that the expansion of the system modifies the size
estimates due to the collective radial flow velocity of the emitting system,14 while
the effect of flow on two particle correlations was also analysed in great detail.15
Transport model studies have indicated that the HBT radius shows a minimum at
the phase transition threshold.16,17
Recently in AdS/CFT holography we have seen19 that the region of the phase
diagram is dependent on the amount of angular momentum as well as instabilities in
the plasma produced in these peripheral collisions. Whether the angular momentum
is carried by rotation or by shear is of importance.
In heavy ion reactions the angular momentum is expected to generate local
vorticity,4 which equilibrates with the internal angular momentum of the consti-
tuted particles and causes significant observable polarization after the final particle
emission.20
In Ref. 21 a method is used to do fluid dynamical model calculations and it was
demonstrated that the introduced Differential HBT method can be used to measure
the rotation of the system. We study this method hereby in simple and transparent
few source fluid dynamical model with different symmetry structures. These type of
models are frequently used to demonstrate different effect in a transparent way.22–25
These studies provide analytic results, show how we can detect rotation via two
particle correlation functions, and what effects may cause difficulties in identifying
rotation.
1.1. The Emission Function
The emission function and the hydrodynamical parametrization together with the
Freeze Out (FO) layer have been studied21 earlier. The emission probability is
proportional to G(x)H(τ):
S(x,p)d4x = pµ σˆµ(x) G(x)H(τ) dτd
3x f(x, p) ,
where
H(τ) =
1
(2piΘ2)1/2
exp
[
− (τ − τ¯)
2
2Θ2
]
, (1)
and G(x) is the ST emission density across the layer of the particles. For the phase
space distribution we frequently use the Ju¨ttner (relativistic Boltzmann) distribu-
tion, in terms of the local invariant scalar particle density the Ju¨ttner distribution
is26
fJ(x, p) =
n(x)
Cn
exp
(
−p
µuµ(x)
T (x)
)
, (2)
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where Cn = 4pim
2TK2(m/T ).
1.2. Pion Correlation Functions
The pion correlation function is defined as the inclusive two-particle distribution
divided by the product of the inclusive one-particle distributions, such that:27
C(p1, p2) =
P2(p1, p2)
P1(p1)P1(p2)
, (3)
where p1 and p2 are the 4-momenta of the pions and k and q are the average and
relative momentum respectively.
We use a method for moving sources presented in Ref. 28. In the formulae the
~ = 1 convention is used and k and q are considered as the wavenumber vectors.
The correlation function is:
C(k, q) = 1 +
R(k, q)∣∣∫ d4xS(x, k)∣∣2 , (4)
where
R(k, q) =
∫
d4x1 d
4x2 cos[q(x1 − x2)]S(x1, k + q/2)S(x2, k − q/2) . (5)
Here R(k, q) can be calculated28 via the function
J(k, q) =
∫
d4x S(x, k + q/2) exp(iqx) =
∫
d4x S(x, k + q/2) [cos(qx) + i sin(qx)] ,
(6)
and we obtain the R(k, q) function as
R(k, q) = Re [J(k, q) J(k,−q)] (7)
Thus, the expression of the correlation function, Eq. (5) will be modified to
R(k, q) =
∫
d4x1d
4x2 S(x1, k)S(x2, k) cos[q(x1−x2)] exp
[
−q
2
·
(
u(x1)
T (x1)
− u(x2)
T (x2)
)]
,
(8)
and the corresponding J(k, q) function will become
J(k, q) =
∫
d4x S(x, k) exp
[
−q · u(x)
2T (x)
]
exp(iqx) . (9)
1.3. One Fluid Cell as Source
We now assume a source function, which is reduced to one Freeze Out (FO) time
moment. Thus the integration over the 4-volume of an emission layer is reduced
to the 3-volume of a FO hypersurface.29 For simplicity, we assume FO along the
timelike coordinate, t, where we assume a local Ju¨ttner distribution. Thus, we have
the source function as
S(x, k) = G(x)H(t) exp
(
−kµu
µ(x)
T (x)
)
kµ σˆµ , (10)
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where kµσˆµ is an invariant scalar and σˆµ is the direction of emission unit vector,
21,30
and for a single cell we use a simple quadratic parametrization for n(x) as:
G(x) = γn(x) = γns exp
(
−x
2 + y2 + z2
2R2
)
. (11)
Here ns is the average density of the Gaussian source, s, (or fluid cell) of mean
radius R.
Single moving source: Let us take a single source which moves in the x-
direction with a velocity vx. Then we have, u
µ
s = γs(1, vx, 0, 0), and the scalar
product k · us/Ts = kµuµs /Ts provides an additional contribution to the correlation
function. However, in the case of a single fluid cell or a single source the velocity
and the temperature do not change within the cell, so the modifying term in eq.
(8) becomes unity. The source function becomes
S(x, k) =
n(x) (kµ σˆµ)
Cn
exp
[
−k · us
Ts
]
, (12)
where [k · us/Ts] = [γs(Ek − kxvx)/Ts] as used in Ref. 30, 21.
Within the single source (or fluid element) the velocity us and temperature Ts
are assumed to be the same. The source or fluid element may have a density profile,
but this profile should be the same for all cells (although the average density, ns
must not be the same. The spatial integrals can be performed in the rest frame of
the cell, giving the same integral. In this simplest case we also assume that the FO
direction is σˆµ = (1, 0, 0, 0), so the τ -coordinate coincides with the t-coordinate,
and it is orthogonal to the x, y, x− coordinates.
We can perform the integral along the t direction of H(t), which gives unity and
then the single particle distribution is∫
d4x S(x, k) =
ns(k
µσˆµ)
Cn
exp
(
−k · us
Ts
)
×∫ +∞
−∞
H(t)dt
∫ +∞
−∞
e−
x2
2R2 dx
∫ +∞
−∞
e−
y2
2R2 dy
∫ +∞
−∞
e−
z2
2R2 dz
= ns (k
µσˆµ) exp
(
−k · us
Ts
) (
2piR2
)3/2
Cn
,
(13)
where Ts is the temperature of the source. The contribution to the nominator from
Eq. (9) is
J(k, q) =
∫
d4x eiq·xe−q
0/(2Ts)S(x, k) exp
[
−q · us
2Ts
]
=
ns(k
µσˆµ)
Cn
(
2piR2
)3/2
exp
[
−k
0
Ts
]
exp
[
− q
0
2Ts
]
×
exp
[
−R
2
2
q2
]
exp
[
−Θ
2
2
(σˆµqµ)
2
]
exp
[
−q · us
2Ts
]
,
(14)
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In the time integral the present choice of σˆµ would give (q0)2, but we wanted
to indicate that other choices are also possible and they would yield (σˆµqµ)
2. In
the J(k, q)J(k,−q) product the terms exp[±q0/(2Ts)] cancel each other Also in
the J(k, q)J(k,−q) product the terms exp[±q · us/(2Ts)] cancel each other, so the
correlation function will not be dependent on the velocity in this case. Inserting
these equations into (4) we get
C(k, q) = 1 + exp
(−(∆τ)2(σˆµqµ)2 −R2q2) . (15)
If we have a source at a point in the FO layer, which is at a longer distance from
the external side of the FO layer than Θ, then the contribution of the time integral
from this point is reduced. In a few source model it is more transparent to describe
this reduction by assigning a smaller weight factor to the contribution of the deeper
lying source. See this in more detail in section 2.
If we tend to an infinitely narrow FO layer, Θ → 0, i.e. to a FO hypersurface,
then
C(k, q) = 1 + exp
(−R2q2) . (16)
The k dependence drops out from the correlation function, C(k, q) as the k depen-
dent parts are separable. The size of the fluid cells in a high resolution 3+1D fluid
dynamical calculation is (0.3fm)3.21 With this resolution the numerical viscosity of
the fluid dynamical calculation31 is the same as the estimated minimal viscosity of
the QGP32 which occurs at the critical point of the phase transition.33 Eq. (16)
returns the standard correlation function for spherical source.
1.4. Two moving sources
For emission from two moving sources, two particle correlations were studied in
Ref. 30. Here we use the present method. Now we assume that the two source
system is symmetric both their positions are placed symmetrically and also their
FO normal vectors, σˆµ, are the same (Fig. 1). If the normal were σˆµ = (1, 0, 0, 0),
then the invariant scalar kµσˆµ would be k
0 = Ek, although we do not need this
additional requirement to illustrate the correlation function, which would arise from
an idealized symmetric system. We also assume that the time distributions, H(τ)
for the two sources are identical, so these can be integrated simultaneously and
yield unity. We now have two sources moving in opposite directions, so that
us = u1 or u2 where u
µ
1 = (γs, γsv1), u2 = u¯
µ
s = (γs, γs(−v1)), and us ≡ γs vs,
so that u1 = −u2, see Fig. 1. Similarly, xs = x1 or x2 where xµs = (ts,xs),
x¯µs = (ts,−xs), and x1 = −x2. For now we also assume that FO happens at a
t =const. FO hypersurface, so dσˆµ = (1, 0, 0, 0) and so t1 = t2.
If we have several sources then the source function in Ju¨ttner approximation is
S(x, k) =
∑
s
Ss(x, k) = (k
µ σˆµ)
∑
s
ns(x)
Cns
exp
[
−k · us
Ts
]
, (17)
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0 1 2 31 , 0
1 , 2
1 , 4
1 , 6
1 , 8
2 , 0
C(k
,q)
q   ( 1 / f m )
Fig. 1. (color online) Two moving sources in the reaction ([x− z]) plane with a distance between
them of 2d in the z−direction. The sources are moving in the directions indicated by the (red)
arrows.
while the J function is
J(k, q) =
∑
s
exp
[
−q · us
2Ts
]
exp(iqxs)
∫
S
d3x Ss(x, k) exp(iqx) , (18)
where xs is the 4-position of the center of source s, and the spatial integrals run
separately for each of the identical sources, i.e. we assume fluid cells with identical
density profiles, but with different densities, ns, velocities, us and temperatures,
Ts.
The spatial integral for one source is the same as for a single source. Thus,∫
d3x S(x, k) =
∑
s
∫
S
d3x Ss(x, k) =
(kµ σˆµ)
(
2piR2
)3/2 ns
Cns
exp
(
−k
0γs
Ts
)[
exp
(
kus
Ts
)
+ exp
(
−kus
Ts
)]
.
(19)
The function J(k, q) becomes
J(k, q) =
∑
s
exp
[
−q · us
2Ts
]
exp(iqxs)
∫
S
d4x Ss(x, k) exp(iqx) =
(kµ σˆµ)
(
2piR2
)3/2
exp
(
−R
2q2
2
)∑
s
ns
Cns
exp
[
−k · us
Ts
]
exp
[
−q · us
2Ts
]
exp(iqxs) =
(kµ σˆµ)
(
2piR2
)3/2
exp
(
−R
2
2
q2
)
ns
Cns
exp
[
−k
0γs
Ts
]
exp
[
−q
0
2
γs
Ts
]
exp(iq0x0s)×[
exp
[
kus
Ts
]
exp
[
qus
2Ts
]
exp(−iqxs) + exp
[
−kus
Ts
]
exp
[
−qus
2Ts
]
exp(iqxs)
]
,
(20)
where the factor exp(iq0x0s) can be dropped if the FO time distribution is simulta-
neous for the two sources, because then x0s = 0. Consequently, if the two sources
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have the same parameters, just opposite locations with respect to the center, and
opposite velocities, then the correlation function from Eq. (4) is
C(k, q) = 1 + exp(−R2q2)
cosh
(
2kus
Ts
)
+ cosh
(
qus
Ts
)
cos(2qxs)
cosh
(
2kus
Ts
)
+ 1
. (21)
If the velocity of the two sources vanishes this results returns the expression for two
static sources obtained in Ref. 30.
If we have two sources placed at x = ±dz, and with the velocity in the ±x-
direction, ±vx, then the correlation function for the kx direction becomes:
C(kx, qx) = 1 + exp(−R2q2x)
cosh
(
2γkxvx
Ts
)
+ cosh
(
γqxvx
Ts
)
cosh
(
2γkxvx
Ts
)
+ 1
,
C(kx, qy) = 1 + exp(−R2q2y) ,
C(kx, qz) = 1 + exp(−R2q2z)
cosh
(
2γkxvx
Ts
)
+ cos (2qzdz)
cosh
(
2γkxvx
Ts
)
+ 1
.
(22)
Other equations for sources in different locations or the correlation function for ky
and kz can be found using Eq. (21). The correlation function for different source
X
Z
Fig. 2. (color online) The correlation functions, C(k, q) for two moving sources where the dis-
placement of the sources is in the z-direction, and the center-of-mass momentum, k, of emitted
particles is in the x-direction. The dashed green lines are for the relative momentum, qz , the solid
red line is for qy and dotted blue lines are for qx. For large values of the center-of-mass momen-
tum kx the correlation functions C(kx, qx) and C(kx, qz) will approach the correlation function
C(kx, qy) (red line). For qx (blue lines) the displacements are dx = 1, 0 fm, and for qz (green
lines) the velocity is chosen such that γvz/Ts = 1.0 fm. The values of kz are for the blue lines:
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25 and 2.0 fm−1 and for the green lines: 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 and 1.5 fm−1.
locations and velocities are similar. The cosine term appears in the same direction
as the axis at which the sources are located and the hyperbolic cosine in the di-
rection of the velocity. The distribution does depend on the magnitude of the flow
velocity, vx, but not on its direction! This arises from the fact that the detectors
are assumed to be reached from both sides of the system with opposite velocities
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with equal probability. Unfortunately the dominant direction of flow (see Fig. 3)
is the beam direction (z−direction), where we have no possibility to place high
acceptance detectors. At the same time the strongest effect of the flow appears in
this direction.
In the case of Fig. 2 the flow has the most dominant effect in the kx-direction,
which is accessible for detection. The x-directed flow, however, is more sensitively
dependent on secondary effects, like the Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability.2
In this configuration of the sources the magnitude of the flow velocity makes
visible change in C(k, q), in the (kx, qx)-direction also, which is detectable by the
usual detector configurations. Still the direction of the rotation does not appear in
the observables, eq. (21), with the approach presented here.
For these two-particle correlation measurements it is necessary to identify inde-
pendently, event by event the global collective reaction plane azimuth, ΨRP , exper-
imentally and the corresponding event by event center of mass of the system (e.g.
with the method in Ref. 22, 23). Knowing these we can identify the kx-direction
(and the ky-direction also).
Z
Y
X
Projectile
Target
Participants
spectators
spectators
Fig. 3. (Color online) Typical orientation of the spatial axes in case of an ultra-relativistic heavy
ion reaction shortly after the impact. In the configuration space the projectile and target appear
to be flat due to the Lorentz contraction.
It is important to mention that to detect rotation the accurate identification of
the reaction plane and its proper orientation is necessary. Furthermore, not only
the reaction plane with proper direction but also the event by event center of mass
(c.m.) should be identified.22,23 This hardly ever done! In both cases the use of zero
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degree calorimeters provide an adequate tool as these are sensitive to the spectator
residues.
1.5. Four Fluid Cell Sources
Four sources can be treated as a combination of two moving double source systems.
We use the same parameters as under paragraph 1.4, where s1 and s2 will be the
two different pairs of sources with different locations and velocities. See Fig. 4.
Z
X
Fig. 4. (color online) Four moving sources in the reaction ([x−z]) plane, one pair, s1, is separated
in the x− directions and the other, s2, is in the z− direction. The sources are moving in the
directions indicated by the (red) arrows, ±us1 for the 1st pair and ±us2 for the other.
So we obtain the correlation function for four sources as:
C(k, q) = exp(−R2q2)×[
cosh
(
2k · us1
Ts
)
+ cosh
(
q · us1
Ts
)
cos(2q · xs1)+
cosh
(
2k · us2
Ts
)
cosh
(
q · us2
Ts
)
cos(2q · xs2))+
2 cosh
(
k · (us1 − us2)
Ts
)
cosh
(
q · (us1 + us2)
2Ts
)
cos(q · (xs1 + xs2))+
2 cosh
(
k · (us1 + us2)
Ts
)
cosh
(
q · (us1 − us2)
2Ts
)
cos(q · (xs1 − xs2))
]
×[
cosh
(
2k · us1
Ts
)
+ cosh
(
2k · us2
Ts
)
+ 2 cosh
(
k · (us1 + us2)
Ts
)
+
2 cosh
(
k · (us1 − us2)
Ts
)
+ 2
]−1
.
(23)
If s1 = s2 then we recover Eq. (21).
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In the case of a rotating but symmetric system the displacements and velocities
are of equal magnitude and are orthogonal to each other in the two pairs: xs1 ⊥ xs2
and us1 ⊥ us2 . Thus a simple sign change of the velocity for one of the pairs or
both does not change the result, and so the rotation can be identified, but this
evaluation does not provide sensitivity to the direction of the rotation. The reason
is in the over-simplified freeze out assumption as we mentioned already at the end
of paragraph 1.4.
Four Sources with Flow Circulation: Recent fluid dynamical studies indi-
cate,1,2 that due to the initial shear and angular momentum the early fluid dynam-
ical development has significant flow vorticity and circulation on the reaction plane.
These were recently evaluated.4 At the present LHC Pb+Pb collision energy in the
mentioned fluid dynamical model calculation the maximum value of vorticity, ω,
was found exceeding 3 c/fm , and the circulation after 6 fm/c flow development
and expansion was still around 4-5 fm·c. This vorticity in the reaction plane was
more than an order of magnitude bigger than in the transverse plane estimated
from random fluctuations.5,6
0 1 2 31 , 0
1 , 2
1 , 4
1 , 6
1 , 8
2 , 0
C(k
,q)
q   ( 1 / f m )
Fig. 5. (color online) The correlation functions, C(k, q), for 4 sources where the displacement is
such that there is one source pair on the x-axis and one the z-axis, the center-of-mass momentum
of the emitted particles, k, is in the x-direction. The dotted blue lines are for the velocity v = 0.5 c
and displacement dx = dz = 1.6 fm. The dashed green lines are for the velocity v = 0.8 c and
displacement dx = dz = 1.0 fm. Ts = 0.20 GeV. In both cases the circulation is Γ = 5 fm·c.
The values of kx are for the blue lines: 0.5, 1.5, 3.0 and 6.0 fm−1 and for the green lines: 0.5,
1.5 and 3.0 fm−1. The solid red line is the correlation function C(kx, qy). For large values of
the center-of-mass momentum kx the correlation functions C(kx, qx) and C(kx, qz) will approach
the correlation function C(kx, qy). The larger displacement and smaller rotation velocity leads to
stronger deviation from the unaffected correlation function C(kx, qy).
In this section we will look at the four source correlation function with similar
circulation as in the above mentioned fluid dynamical model estimates in the re-
action plane.21 See Fig. 4. We will simulate a circulation value Γ = 5fm · c. We
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use Eq. (23) where the center-of-mass momentum, k points in the x − direction.
Since the position and velocity are of the same value and because of symmetry the
correlation functions C(kx, qx) and C(kx, qz) provide the same values. So we take
the correlation function C(kx, qx) and we have afterwards some simplifications. See
Fig. 5.
C(kx, qx) = 1 + exp(−R2q2)
[
1 + cos(2qxd) + cosh
(
2
kxγvx
Ts
)
+ cosh
(
qxγvx
Ts
)
+
4 cosh
(
kxγvx
Ts
)
cosh
(
qxγvx
2Ts
)
cos(qxd)
] [
cosh
(
2kxγvx
Ts
)
+ 4 cosh
(
kxγvx
Ts
)
+ 3
]−1
(24)
For C(kx, qy) we have the same result as we had for the two moving sources. Here
0 1 2 31 , 0
1 , 2
1 , 4
1 , 6
1 , 8
2 , 0
C(k
,q)
q   ( 1 / f m )
Fig. 6. (color online) The correlation functions, C(k, q), for 4 sources where the displacement is
such that there is one source pair on the x-axis and one the z-axis, the center-of-mass momentum
of the emitted particles, k, is in the x-direction. The dotted blue lines are for the velocity v = 0.5 c
and displacement dx = dz = 1.6 fm (same as in the previous figure). The dashed green lines
are for the velocity v = 0.95 c and displacement dx = dz = 0.84 fm, Ts = 0.20 GeV. The
values of kx are: for the blue lines 0.5, 1.5, 3.0 and 6.0 fm−1 and for the green lines 0.1, 0.25,
0.5 and 1.5 fm−1. The solid red line is the correlation function C(kx, qy). For large values of
the center-of-mass momentum kx the correlation functions C(kx, qx) and C(kx, qz) will approach
the correlation function C(kx, qy). Now for the dashed green lines with even higher velocity and
smaller displacement, the deviation is significant and it is in the positive direction.
the flow and displacement have no effect. See Fig. 6.
Let us look at comparisons for similar circulations and for similar displacements.
We see that an increase in the displacement of the sources gives a increase in
the apparent size of the system (narrower q−distribution). We also see that the
measured size of the system increases with decreasing velocity. At the same time
the shape of correlation functions are becoming less and less Gaussian as the flow
velocities increase. At the same time the structure of the correlation function is also
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very different in different directions, which is not the case for spherical or linear
expansion. This indicates that the rotating system contributes to essential non-
Gaussian modifications, which can be seen directly in the correlation function, but
they would become invisible if we would like to fit these data with a set of Gaussians.
Earlier works studied the correlation function at different angles or pseudorapidities
with Gaussian parametrizations,10,15 however, for rotating systems this is not the
most sensitive way of presenting the results.
2. Asymmetric Sources
We have seen in the previous few source model examples that a highly symmetric
source may result in correlation functions that are sensitive to rotation, however,
these results were not sensitive to the direction of the rotation, which seems to be
unrealistic. We saw that this result is a consequence of the assumption that both of
the members of a symmetric pair contribute equally to the correlation function even
if one is at the side of the system facing the detector and the other is on the opposite
side. The expansion velocities are also opposite at the opposite sides. The dense and
hot nuclear matter or the Quark-gluon Plasma are strongly interacting, and for the
most of the observed particle types the detection of a particle from the side of the
system, – which is not facing the detector but points to the opposite direction, –
is significantly less probable. The reason is partly in the diverging velocities during
the expansion and partly to the lower emission probability from earlier (deeper)
layers of the source from the external edge of the timelike (or spacelike) FO layer.
This feature is recognized for a long time and discussed in detail by now. This topic
has an extended literature, and this feature destructs the symmetry of emission of
from source pairs at the opposite sides of the system.15,29,34–48
For the study of realistic systems where the emission is dominated by the side
of the system, which is facing the detector, we cannot use the assumption of the
symmetry among pairs or groups of the sources from opposite sides of the system.
Even if the FO layer has a time-like normal direction, σˆµ the (kµσˆµ) factor yields
a substantial emission difference between the opposite sides of the system. This
simple freeze-out emission probability factor was later taken into account in earlier
theoretical two particle correlation studies, see e.g. Ref. 21 and Ref. 30.
2.1. The Emission Probability
It was first recognized that the freeze out with the Cooper-Fry description,29 may
lead to negative contributions for particles, which move towards the center of the
system and not in the direction out, towards the detectors. The first proposal to
remedy this problem came from Bugaev,40 which led to the introduction of an
improved post freeze out distribution in the Cooper-Frye description, first with the
Cut-Ju¨ttner distribution40,42 and then by the Cancelling-Ju¨ttner distribution.46
Later the necessity to introduce an escape probability, Pesc was pointed out.
The escape probability was then introduced and analysed in a series of publica-
tions,34–36,48 in transport theoretical approaches. It was pointed out that even if
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the pre FO distribution is a locally equilibrated isotropic distribution, the freeze
out process and the escape probability will provide a nonisotropic distribution.
The escape probability introduced in the works,34–36,48 for a space-time surface
layer of the system of thickness L, pointing in the four direction σˆµ was given at a
point xµ inside the freeze out layer as
Pesc(x) ∝
(
L
L− xµσˆµ
)(
pµσˆµ
pµuµ
)
Θ(pµσˆµ) , (25)
where pµ is the momentum of the escaping particle, uµ(x) is the local flow velocity
and s = xµσˆµ is the distance of the emission point from the inside boundary of
the layer. The first multiplicative term describes higher emission probability to the
particles, which are emitted closer to the outside boundary of the layer, the second
multiplicative term describes the higher emission probability for the particles, which
move in the normal direction of the surface, because these should cross less material
in the layer. The last term secures that only those particles can escape, which move
outwards through the layer.
The correlation function, C(k, q) is always measured in a given direction of the
detector, k. Obviously only those particles can reach the detector, which satisfy
kµσˆµ > 0. Thus in the calculation of C(k, q) for a given kˆ- direction we can
exclude the parts of the freeze out layer where kµσˆµ < 0 (see Eq. (10) of Ref. 15
or Ref. 40. For time-like FO a simplest approximation for the emission possibility
is Pesc(x) ∝ kµuµ(x).30
2.2. Emission probabilities for few sources
Two sources:
In the configuration where two sources are in the beam-, z−direction, the obser-
vation can be in different kˆ-directions. If kˆ points into the ±y−direction, then the
probabilities must be identical so emission probabilities do not lead to any change.
If kˆ points into the±x−direction, then one of the sources is closer to the detector
and may shadow the more distant one. Thus, we can just introduce two positive
weight factors so that wc is the weight for the cells closer to the detector and ws is
for the cells which are far from the detector measuring the average momentum k.
These weights are the same for the calculation of the nominator and denominator
of the correlation function, so their normalization does not influence the correlation
function.
As not all emitted particles reach a given detector the normalization is also de-
pendent on the direction of the detector. Thus, we evaluate the correlation function
this way. This immediately changes the earlier result (22), because it breaks the
symmetry between the two sources. We can simply repeat the calculation for two
moving sources in section 1.4, modifying the derivation of Eq. (21) and obtain the
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Z
X
Fig. 7. (color online) Two moving sources in the reaction ([x − z]) plane, separated in the x−
direction (case (ii) in the text). The sources are moving in the directions indicated by the (red)
arrows. The detector is in the positive x−direction, thus the source on this side has more dominant
emission into this direction, and this is indicated by the bigger size of the source on this side.
general result
C(k, q)
∣∣∣∣
+x
= 1 + exp(−R2q2) ×
w2ce
2kus
Ts + w2se
− 2kusTs + 2wcws cosh
(
qus
Ts
)
cos(2qxs)
w2ce
2kus
Ts + w2se
− 2kusTs + 2wcws
.
(26)
Note that this result is valid for the case when kˆ points to the +x direction, because
the weights depend on this and wc > ws. See Fig. 7. The fact that the emission
from the source, which is closer to the detector is stronger makes the direction of
the flow detectable.
If we introduce the notation wc = 1 +  and ws = 1− , the deviation from the
symmetric result will become apparent
C(k, q)
∣∣∣∣
+x
= 1 + exp(−R2q2)×
(1 + 2) cosh
(
2kus
Ts
)
+ 2 sinh
(
2kus
Ts
)
+ (1− 2) cosh
(
qus
Ts
)
cos(2qxs)
(1 + 2) cosh
(
2kus
Ts
)
+ 2 sinh
(
2kus
Ts
)
+ (1− 2)
.
(27)
If → 0, i.e. if wc = ws, we recover the earlier result, Eq. (21). If  = 0 we have the
symmetric situation where both sources have equal contribution, the asymmetric
terms vanish, and the result becomes to be symmetric for the change of the direction
of the flow velocity. This result has terms, which change sign if the flow velocity,
us changes sign. The result is valid only if the detector is in the kˆ = (1, 0, 0)
direction. For this direction, however, if the flow velocity points in the z-direction,
i.e. orthogonal to k the asymmetric term does not provide any contribution, so it
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Z
Xk- k+
Fig. 8. (color online) Two moving sources in the reaction ([x − z]) plane, separated in the x−
direction. The sources are moving in the directions indicated by the (red) arrows. The two ”tilted”
detector directions are indicated by the (blue) arrows labeled with k+ and k−.
will not show up in C(kx, q). To circumvent this problem we should study detector
directions, which do not coincide with the primary axes of the given event (where
x is the direction of the impact parameter vector, b, pointing to the projectile; y is
the other transverse direction; and z is the direction of the projectile beam).
Correlation in Tilted Directions: The form of the correlation function is the
same if k is in the same plane, the reaction plane, but it has a z component also, i.e.
k = (kx, 0,±kz). This is possible for all LHC heavy ion experiments, ATLAS, CMS
and even ALICE, where the longitudinal acceptance range of the TPC (∆η < 0.8)
is the smallest. See Fig. 8.
Depending on the detector acceptance we should chose a detector direction
where |kz| is as big as the detector acceptance allows it. For this configuration the
form of the correlation function is the same as (27)
C(k, q)
∣∣∣∣
+x,±z
= C(k, q)
∣∣∣∣
+x
, (28)
with keeping the different weights, wc, ws or  so that the forward shifted and
backward shifted directions have the same weights. These weights are not specified
up to now.
For detection of the correlation function we have to introduce here the usual,
k-dependent coordinate system to classify the direction of q. Thus if
kˆ± = (a, 0,±b)fm−1, kx = a|k|, kz = ±b|k|, (29)
where a2 + b2 = 1, see Fig. 8, then the difference vector, q, can be measured in the
directions
qˆout = (a, 0,±b), qx = a|q|, qz = ±b|q|
qˆside = (0, 1, 0), qy = |q|
qˆlong = (∓b, 0, a), qx = ∓b|q|, qz = a|q|.
(30)
This leads to the following correlation functions
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C(k(±), qout) = 1 + exp(−R2q2)×
(1+2) cosh
(
2γkzvz
Ts
)
+ 2 sinh
(
2γkzvz
Ts
)
+ (1−2) cosh
(
γqzvz
Ts
)
cos (qxdx)
(1+2) cosh
(
2γkzvz
Ts
)
+ 2 sinh
(
2γkzvz
Ts
)
+ (1−2)
,
C(k(±), qside) = 1 + exp(−R2q2) ,
C(k(±), qlong) = 1 + exp(−R2q2)×
(1+2) cosh
(
2γkzvz
Ts
)
+ 2 sinh
(
2γkzvz
Ts
)
+ (1−2) cosh
(
γqzvz
Ts
)
cos (qxdx)
(1+2) cosh
(
2γkzvz
Ts
)
+ 2 sinh
(
2γkzvz
Ts
)
+ (1−2)
.
(31)
0 1 2 3
- 0 , 0 2
- 0 , 0 1
0 , 0 0
0 , 0 1
0 , 0 2
q   ( 1 / f m )
∆C(
k,q)
Fig. 9. (color online) Difference of the forward and backward shifted correlation function,
∆C(k±, qout), for the value  = 0.50. The solid black lines are for the velocity vz = 0.5 c, dotted
blue lines are for the velocity vz = 0.6 c and dashed red lines are for the velocity vz = 0.7 c.
Displacement is dx = 1.0 fm, Ts = 0.139 GeV and a = b = 1/
√
2. The values of k are: for the
solid black lines 0.25, 0.50, 2.00, 2.75 and 3.50 fm−1, the dotted blue lines 0.25, 0.50, 1.00, 1.75
and 2.50 fm−1, and the dashed red lines 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.25 and 1.75 fm−1.
Although, it seems that C(k(±), qout) and C(k(±), qlong) are the same, this is
in fact not the case, because the values of the components of the different types
of k and q are not the same as described in Eqs. (29,30). In all cases, the out-,
side- and long- q = |q|. We will also use the notation k = |k| and γvx = ux,
γvy = uy, γvz = uz, so that us = (ux, uy, uz). For example for the out component
the difference of the forward and backward shifted correlation functions is
∆C(k±, qout) ≡ C(k+, qout)− C(k−, qout) =
4 exp(−R2q2)  sinh
(
2uz bk
Ts
)
(1−2)
[
1− cosh
(
uz bq
Ts
)
cos (aqdx)
]
[
(1+2) cosh
(
2uz bk
Ts
)
+ (1−2)
]2
− 42 sinh2
(
2uz bk
Ts
) . (32)
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As Eq. (32) and Fig. 9 show, the Differential Correlation Function (DCF),
∆C(k±, qout), is sensitive to the speed and direction of the rotation, and it is also
sensitive to the amount of the tilt in the directions of the detection, regulated here
by the parameters a and b. ∆C(k±, qout) tends to zero both if q → 0 and if q →∞.
In case if the detector has a narrow pseudorapidity acceptance, then k± is close to
Z
X k+k-
Fig. 10. (color online) Four moving sources in the reaction ([x − z]) plane, separated in the x−
and z− directions. The sources are moving in the directions indicated by the (red) arrows. The
”tilted” detector directions are indicated by the (blue) arrows.
kx, i.e. b a and then the weights are maximal for the source in the x−direction.
The sinh(2uz bk/Ts) term in eq. (32) changes sign in the nominator when uz
changes sign the difference of the two correlation functions, ∆C(k±, qout) changes
sign also because all other terms are symmetric to the sign change of the velocity.
This is an important observation as we can detect the direction and magnitude
of the rotation in the reaction plane. This difference is also increasing with the
longitudinal shift, b, of the average momentum vector, k, so that detectors with
larger pseudorapidity acceptance can detect the rotation better.
In order to perform this measurement, one has to determine the global reaction
plane (e.g. from spectator residues in the ZDCs), and determine the projectile side
of this plane as it was mentioned earlier. Furthermore the event by event center of
mass should also be identified (using e.g. the method shown in Ref. 22, 23). This will
be the positive x-direction. Then the correlation function can be measured for four
different k-directions in the global reaction plane. These four directions are shifted
forward and backward from the center of mass symmetrically on the projectile side,
and there should be a symmetric pair of detection points in the target side of the
reaction plane too. In the realistic case with taking into account asymmetries that
arise from the freeze out, the proper determination of the c.m. and reaction plane
are even more important.
The k directions opposite to each other across the c.m. point give the same
result, while the difference, ∆C(k±, qout), between the Forward (F) and Backward
(B) shifted contributions will characterize the speed and direction of the rotation.
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This symmetry can be used to eliminate the contribution from eventual random
fluctuations. The observed F/B asymmetry depends on the parameters , vz and
dx, these can be estimated by measuring the correlation functions at all possible
moments k.
2.3. Emission from four sources
With four sources we can illustrate the possibilities of differential HBT method
studies in different directions. The correlation functions can be calculated in general
for four sources and two detector positions. This can then be applied to different
detector configurations.
The out component of the four source correlation function with weight factors
ωa, ωb, ωc, ωd can be found by using the same method as for the two source case.
Two examples on different detector configurations are given in Figs. 10 and 11. We
Z
Xk- (a)
Z
X k+(b)
Fig. 11. (color online) Four moving sources in the reaction ([x − z]) plane, separated in the x−
and z− directions. The sources are moving in the directions indicated by the (red) arrows. The
”tilted” detector directions are indicated by the (blue) arrows. In the two configurations, (a) and
(b) the detector directions are different and the weights of the sources are also different, so that
the sources closer to the detector direction have larger weights.
use the same equations as in the two source model, Eqs. (29) and (30). A source
with a larger weight factor is closer to the detector, so that ωa, ωb, ωc, ωd correspond
to xs ≡ (rx, rz) = (dx, 0), (−dx, 0), (0, dz), (0,−dz) respectively.
In case if the detector has a wide pseudorapidity acceptance, then k± can deviate
significantly from kx, i.e. b ≥ a and then the weights are maximal for the two sources
closest to k+ or k− as indicated in Fig. 11. For four sources we can use similar
approach to find the difference of the forward and backward correlation functions.
We will use that dx = dz, vx = vz and a = b.
Some examples for the differential correlation functions are shown in Figs. 12.
Here due to the simplified few source model we specified the weight distribution
among the sources in a simplified way. For realistic high resolution fluid dynamical
model calculations the realistic evaluation of emission probabilities is performed in
Ref. 21. We can compare Fig. 12 (Left) with the previously shown two source model,
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∆C(
k,q)
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- 0 , 2
- 0 , 1
0 , 0
0 , 1
0 , 2
∆C(
k,q)
q   ( 1 / f m )
Fig. 12. (color online) Left: The Differential Correlation Function for the weight factors: ωa =
1.25, ωb = 0.75, ωc = ωd = 1.00 for sources placed at +x, −x, +z and −z respectively. This
weight distribution corresponds to the configuration shown in Fig. 10. The solid black lines are
for the velocity vz = 0.5 c, and the dashed red lines are for the velocity vz = 0.7 c. Displacement
is dx = dz = 1.0 fm, Ts = 0.139 GeV and a = b = 1/
√
2. The values of k are: for the solid black
lines 0.10, 0.50, 1.00, and 2.00 fm−1 and for the dashed red lines 0.10, 0.50, 1.00, and 2.00 fm−1.
The difference is larger for smaller values of k. Right: The Differential Correlation Function for
the weight factors: ωa = 1.25, ωb = 0.75, ωc = 1.50, ωd = 0.50 for sources placed at +x, −x,
+z and −z respectively (Fig. 11b) and ωa = 1.25, ωb = 0.75, ωc = 0.50, ωd = 1.50 for sources
placed at +x, −x, +z and −z respectively (Fig. 11a). All other parameters are the same as in the
left figure. The shape is similar to the figure on the left, however the amplitude is different. The
larger amplitude arises from the enhanced weight factor for those sources which are closer to the
average emission directions k−, k+ in the Differential Correlation Function.
Fig. 9, and we see that the amplitudes are similar but the shapes are different. First
of all the sensitivity on the direction of rotation remained the same as in the simpler
two source model. The two extra sources, c and d lead to higher amplitude for the
Differential Correlation Function, while the regular positions of the locations of the
zero points are varying due to more sources with different weight parameters.
If the detector acceptance is wider, then the two detectors can be placed at
more different angles. This configuration makes the forward and backward placed
sources more accessible to the forward and backward detectors, respectively. This
is taken into account in the emission weights of our sources. These weights are now
different for the two components of the DCF! The result shows the tendency that
the DCF has a similar structure in the two source model and the four source model
in a resembling configuration. Fig. 12 (Right) has the same shape as Fig. 12 (Left),
but the amplitude is larger.
3. Conclusions
In this work we study the possibility of detecting and evaluating the rotation of a
source by the specific use of the Hanbury-Brown and Twiss method for rotating
systems. Our primary interest was the application for peripheral ultra-relativistic
heavy ions collisions with large angular momentum. In the above demonstrated
examples the angular momentum per nucleon is given by LN = (1/s)
∑s
i=1 di×pi
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= (γmN / s)
∑s
i=1, di × vi, where s is the number of sources. In the examples LN
can easily be obtained as ds and vs were always orthogonal to each other.
It turned out that it is important to take into account that the particles reaching
the detector cannot reach it with equal probability from the near side and the far
side of the emitting object. With this fact considered we could obtain correlation
functions, which reflect the properties and also the direction of the flow.
We studied the Differential Hanbury Brown and Twiss method, which made it
possible to trace down the rotation in relativistic heavy ion collisions by measuring
the correlation functions in the reaction plane at nearly transverse angles to the
beam direction. The method is promising and can be performed in most heavy
ion experiments without difficulties, as well as it can be implemented in different
reaction models, like fluid dynamical models, microscopic transport models and
hybrid models. In full scale theoretical models, the emission probabilities from the
FO layer have been studied earlier.21 In this case we applied the method to a high
resolution, 3+1D, computational fluid dynamics model, which was used earlier to
predict rotation, KHI, flow vorticity, and polarization.1,2, 4, 20
In our simple analytic models we could show that if we change the direction of
rotation to the opposite the Differential Correlation Function changes sign due to
the sinh function in the nominator. In this configuration with the change of the tilt
of the detector directions we can adjust the DCF, to the threshold value where the
∆C(k±, qout), is still positive, which provides a sensitive estimate for the rotation
velocity at Freeze Out.
These analytic results provide deeper insight to the methods of studying rotation
in highly energetic systems. Several aspects of the sensitivity and observability can
be discussed based on these analytic results which are not easily accessible in a fully
realistic and complex reaction model.
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